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math problems and then ?color by number” to

Allison's Journey Wanda E. Brunstetter 2009-08-01

create bright and bold quilt-square designs. Covers

Allison Troyer is of marriageable age and needs to

place value, multi-digit addition and subtraction

learn how to manage an Amish household. Can a

(with and without regrouping), multi-digit

girl who feels as faceless, purposeless, and neglected

multiplication and division, operations with

as her tattered Amish doll, find her way among

fractions and decimals, and more.

strangers? James Esh likes what he sees when

Simple, Fun & Quickly Done Terry Atkinson

Allison Troyer walks into the barn. Will anything

2017-01-04 Get ready for quick and clever designs

keep this brash young Amish man from stealing

that you'll be excited to make and show off! Popular

her affections? Aaron Zook has vowed never to lose

designer Terry Atkinson shares her fresh stitching

his heart to another. Yet when James makes

style, along with ideas for customizing many of the

advances on Allison, Aaron can't help but intercede.

projects so you can make them truly unique.

Can threads of faith and love unite tattered hearts?

Includes tons of tips to help you finish projects fast

Allison's Journey is book 4 in the The Brides of

and build your sewing skills Features a wide

Webster County series. Other books in the series

variety of home-decor items and personal

include Going Home: Book 1, On Her Own: Book 2,

accessories, including zippered bags and pouches,

Dear to Me: Book 3.

pillows, table runners, hot pads, napkin holders, and

A Promise for Miriam Vannetta Chapman

more You'll enjoy making these stitch-in-a-

2012-07-01 A Promise for Miriam, the first book in a

weekend projects as gifts or just for you

brand-new romantic series from popular author
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Vannetta Chapman, introduces the Amish

help and friendship, and he discovers he can make a

community of Pebble Creek and some of the kind,

difference to the people of Pebble Creek—and

caring people there. As they face challenges to their

maybe find love again.

community from the English world, they come

The Lopsided Christmas Cake Wanda E. Brunstetter

together to reach out to their non-Amish neighbors

2015-09-01 Twin sisters, Elma and Thelma

while still preserving their cherished Plain ways.

Hochstetler volunteer to bake a Christmas cake for

Amish schoolteacher Miriam King loves her

an Amish charity auction, only to learn they must

students. At 26, most women her age are married

demonstrate the whole process on stage in front of

with children of their own, but she hasn’t yet met

an audience. Bumbling their way through, the

anyone who can convince her to give up the Plain

take-charge Elma and the klutzy optimist Thelma

school that sits along the banks of Pebble Creek.

manage to entertain their audience—and attract the

Then newcomer Gabriel Miller steps into her life,

admiration of two bachelors, an outspoken

bringing his daughter, an air of mystery, and

woodworker and a shy harness maker from a

challenges Miriam has never faced before. Will

neighboring community. More than one man will

Gabe be able to let go of the past that haunts him?

make a staggering bid for their cake. Could a

He thinks he just wants to be left alone, but the

lopsided Christmas cake be the key to opening the

loving and warm community he and his daughter

door to romance for one or more of the Hochstetler

have moved to has other plans for him. After a near

twins?

tragedy is averted, he hesitantly returns offers of

The Forgotten Seamstress Liz Trenow 2013-12-05
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A stunning book set in the Edwardian era about a

their students that God’s timing is perfect? Selma is

seamstress working at Buckingham Palace. Full of

a belittling busybody. Terry is a rugged roofer who

drama, betrayal and compelling historical detail,

just wants a casual date with a pretty classmate.

perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley and Tracy Rees.

Blaine loses a bet and has to join the class, where he

The Tattered Quilt Wanda E. Brunstetter

soon finds himself in friendly competition with

2013-08-06 Sequel to The Half-Stitched Amish

Terry. Anna’s mother signs her up in a desperate

Quilting Class Now Available in Mass Market

attempt to keep Anna from leaving the Amish faith.

Edition “I think my students get even more from

Carmen holds tightly to bitterness while hiding her

the class when you help me, Lamar.” Emma Yoder

secret motives for taking the class. And Cheryl has a

Miller has been teaching several quilting classes

broken, mistrusting heart that needs just as much

alongside her husband Lamar, who has a knack for

mending as the tattered quilt she brings. Members

creating unique quilting patterns. But as signup for

of this new patchwork group find friendship, faith,

this new class is slow and only three people have

healing, and restoration while gathered around

responded by the class date, they start to think they

their quilts, under the Father’s guiding hands—for

should take a break. . . . That is until God sends

only He can take what’s ragged and shabby from

them some last-minute students who are in special

the lives of His children and turn it into beauty for

need of the friendship and wisdom Emma and

His glory.

Lamar have a way of displaying through their

Family Patterns Kristin Eckhardt 2011-09-21 Sarah

teaching. Will Emma and Lamar learn along with

Hart couldn't be happier. Her son is moving home
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to Maple Hill with his wife and twin daughters,

pursuing Sadie’s dreams mean leaving a romance

into the Victorian house that once belonged to

behind? Sadie Kuhns has a lot happening in her life.

Sarah's grandfather, Noah Drayton. Noah's wife

She is creating a unique quilt by blending a

Molly disappeared without a trace a century ago,

traditional Amish pattern with a Hawaiian pattern

and Noah was the prime suspect. But no one ever

as a tribute to her time spent in the islands, and she

learned the truth. Now Sarah's granddaughters

is working on a self-published book. But her

have found a forgotten passageway in their old

relationship with Wyman Kauffman has stagnated

house, and an antique quilt with a hidden message.

after six months of courtship. He can’t seem to

A Passion for Needlework Inspirations Studios

commit to a profession that would secure a future,

2018-10 Needlework ... an obsession since the

and he is jealous of the time Sadie gives to her own

beginning of time. A passion for needlework

pursuits. Is there really any reason to drag this

Factoria VII tells the story of beautiful, sophisticated

courtship out? Only time will tell in this new novel

neddlework juxtaposed with a rustic, industrial

from New York Times bestselling author Wanda E.

cottage. Twelve extraordinary needlework projects.

Brunstetter, writing with her daughter-in-law Jean

One texture-rich, stone and wood cottage. The

Brunstetter.

passion continues as a new adventure awaits within

Like Dandelion Dust Karen Kingsbury 2007-07-31

... Back cover.

Karen Kingsbury delivers a powerful new novel

The Blended Quilt (FREE PREVIEW) Jean

about two parents' love for their child and the

Brunstetter 2020-10-02 FREE PREVIEW Will

surprising lengths they will go to keep their family
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together when a judge rules that their adopted son

farmers’ market, Elma meets Ben Wagler and

must be returned to his biological father.

instantly likes him. But there is a problem. He lives

Laughter in the Rain Neil Sedaka 1982 An

in Grabill—50 miles away! But Elma has tried long-

autobiography by the popular singer-composer

distance dating before, and it won’t work for her.

recalls his early success in rock 'n' roll music, career

Besides the store needs her. Her sister needs her.

setbacks, and dazzling comeback and discusses his

Elma feels love will forever remain beyond her

personal life and relationships with other musicians

grasp. Elma has a habit of putting others before her

and performers

own needs. Can she learn to take a risk at following

The Farmers' Market Mishap Wanda E. Brunstetter

the desires of her heart? How did Thelma meet her

2017-06-01 New York Times Bestselling Author

husband? Find out in The Lopsided Christmas Cake.

Wanda E. Brunstetter and Daughter-in-Law, Jean,

All That Matters Stef Ann Holm 2012-07-01 When

Weave a Lighthearted Romance from Indiana’s

a megastore grocery chain threatens to shut down

Amish Country Living alone for the first time in

the new boutique bakery Chloe Lawson's worked

her life is lonely for Elma Hochstetler, whose twin

so hard to establish, she's furious. Her life may not

sister Thelma recently married. Though they share

be picture-perfect, but her custom cakes and pastries

the running of a general store, more and more of

are becoming the talk of Boise, and she'd like to

Thelma’s time is taken up by her growing family.

keep it that way. Chloe needs a champion, and

Elma has dated some, but she wonders if she is just

handsome, widowed John Moretti turns out to be it.

too picky to find love. Through a mishap at the

A high-powered lawyer whose two rebellious
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teenagers are the only people he doesn't seem able

author of Mrs. Miracle showcases three of her most

to impress, John is shocked to find himself fighting

popular characters: the well-meaning if somewhat

for Chloe's little cause, much less falling for her. But

dizzy heavenly helpers, Shirley, Goodness, and

once he samples her home-baked charms, he's

Mercy. Macomber’s delightful angelic trio alights in

hooked and determined to make her a permanent

New York City in Touched by Angels, and before

part of his family.

they re-enter the Pearly Gates, they need to

Touched by Angels Debbie Macomber 2009-09-29

answer the prayers of a troubled school teacher, a

“Debbie Macomber writes characters that are as

shy and lonely young woman, and a wannabe

warm and funny as your best friends.” —Susan

Broadway actress a long way from home.

Wiggs “Debbie Macomber’s name on a book is a

An Amish Garden 2014 Rooted in love: Rosemary

guarantee of warm-hearted, endearing romance

Lantz is doing her best to run her family's

that will captivate and charm her legions of

household. She excels at all her tasks except one:

readers.” —Jayne Ann Krentz #1 New York Times

gardening. Saul Petersheim has pursued Rosemary

bestselling author Debbie Macomber—winner of

for years, but Rosemary keeps turning him down.

numerous accolades and honors, including the

What Saul doesn't know is that she has good

Romance Writers of America’s Nora Roberts

reason?something no one can know?especially not

Lifetime Achievement Award—writes romance

him. -- Publisher's website.

novels that warm the heart and lift the spirit like

Pro Full-Text Search in SQL Server 2008 Hilary

none other. In Touched by Angels, the beloved

Cotter 2009-01-29 Businesses today want actionable
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insights into their data—they want their data to

lists Showing you how to optimize full–text query

reveal itself to them in a natural and user–friendly

performance through features like full–text indexes

form. What could be more natural than human

and iFilters Providing examples that help you

language? Natural–language search is at the center

understand and apply the power of iFTS in your

of a storm of ever–increasing web–driven demand

daily projects

for human–computer communication and

The Robin's Greeting Wanda E. Brunstetter

information access. SQL Server 2008 provides the

2021-03-01 A Season of Hope Is Coming For the past

tools to take advantage of the features of its built–in

two years Belinda King, along with her two grown

enterprise–level natural–language search engine in

daughters and teenage son, has been struggling to

the form of integrated full–text search (iFTS). iFTS

keep the family greenhouse running. Despite

uses text–aware relational queries to provide your

disconcerting events that have threatened to put

users with fast access to content. Whether you want

them out of business, they have survived two

to set up an enterprise–wide Internet or intranet

growing seasons. And now Belinda can focus on the

search engine or create less ambitious

two suitors vying for her attention. Herschel

natural–language search applications, this book will

Fisher, a new acquaintance, makes her feel relaxed,

teach you how to get the most out of SQL Server

and Monroe Esh, an admirer from her past, reminds

2008 iFTS: Introducing powerful iFTS features in

her of her youth. But just when Belinda thinks she

SQL Server, such as the FREETEXT and

can choose between her suitors, life throws more

CONTAINS predicates, custom thesauruses, and stop

trials her way. Her son, Henry, becomes bitter
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about the idea of her dating anyone, and attacks on

Aaron Hill has it all—athletic good looks and the

the greenhouse start again. When can Belinda hope

many privileges of a star quarterback. His Sundays

to experience the peace and love her weary heart

are spent playing NFL football in front of a

longs for?

televised audience of millions. But Aaron’s about to

Temecula Quilt Co. Returning to Temecula Sheryl

receive an unexpected handoff, one that will give

Johnson 2019-08-01 Sheryl Johnson, owner of

him a whole new view of his self-centered

Temecula Quilt Co. and author of Quirky Little

life.Derrick Anderson is a family man who

Quilts, returns with her interpretations of authentic

volunteers his time with foster kids while

quilts from yesteryear, sharing patterns for 14 little

sustaining a long career as a pro football player. But

quilts that capture the make-do spirit of quilters

now he’s looking for a miracle. He must act as team

from the past. From beginner-friendly blocks and

mentor while still striving for the one thing that

scrap-friendly samplers to beautiful applique and

matters most this season—keeping a promise he

crazy piecing, Sheryl's designs invite you to play

made years ago.Megan Gunn works two jobs and

with classic blocks, unexpected block pairings, and

spends her spare time helping at the youth center.

distinctive color blends.

Much of what she does, she does for the one boy for

Making the Australian Quilt Annette Marie Gero

whom she is everything—a foster child whose

2016

dying mother left him in Megan’s care. Now she

Wye Island Boyd Gibbons 1987

wants to adopt him, but one obstacle stands in the

Between Sundays Karen Kingsbury 2008-09-09

way. Her foster son, Cory, is convinced that 49ers
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quarterback Aaron Hill is his father.Two men and

the man who has rejected romance to be his

the game they love. A woman with a heart for the

family’s caregiver? When life hands Lydia another

lonely and lost, and a boy who believes the

challenge, will the gift giver be there to support

impossible. Thrown together in a season of self-

her?

discovery, they’re about to learn lessons in character

The Crow's Call Wanda E. Brunstetter 2020-03-01

and grace, love and sacrifice.Because in the end life

Mysterious Events Plague a Greenhouse in

isn’t defined by what takes place on the first day of

Pennsylvania’s Amish Country When Vernon

the week, but how we live it between Sundays.

King, his son, and son-in-law are involved in a

The Tattered Quilt Wanda E. Brunstetter 2018-05

terrible accident, three women are left to cope with

Tattered quilt pieces match the tattered fragments

their deaths, as they become the sole providers of

in the lives of a new patchwork group of students

the family they have left. The women’s only

for Emma Miller's quilting class.

income must come from the family greenhouse, but

Lydia's Charm Wanda E. Brunstetter 2010-09-01

someone seems to be trying to force them out of

Visit Amish Country during the fall as Lydia King

business. Amy King has just lost her father and

attempts to make Charm, Ohio, feel like home after

brother, and her mother needs her to help run the

losing her husband. But is her heart ready to open

family’s greenhouse. It doesn’t seem fair to ask her

back up to love when gifts appear on her porch

to leave a job she loves, when there is still a sister

from a mystery source? Could it be from the

and brother to help. But Sylvia is also grieving for

widowed father of four energetic boys, or is it from

her husband while left to raise three children, and
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Henry, just out of school, is saddled with all the jobs

want, something worth killing for. In a world

his father and older brother used to do. As Amy

where nothing is as it seems, Anna seeks to protect

assumes her new role, she also asks Jared Riehl to

herself, find her brother, and keep a rein on her

put their courtship on hold. When things become

heart despite the sudden reappearance of Reed

even more stressful at the greenhouse, will Amy

Thornton, the only man she has ever loved.

crumble under the pressure?

Following up on her extremely popular gothic

Shadows of Lancaster County Mindy Starns Clark

thriller,Whispers of the Bayou, Mindy Starns Clark

2009-01-01 Anna Bailey thought she left the

offers another suspenseful standalone mystery, one

tragedies of the past behind when she took on a

full of Amish simplicity, dark shadows, and the

new identity and moved from Pennsylvania to

light of God's amazing grace.

California. But now that her brother has vanished

The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Trilogy

and his wife is crying out for help, Anna knows she

Wanda E. Brunstetter 2015-07-01 Join the club of

has no choice but to come out of hiding, go home,

unlikely quilters who show up for Emma Yoder’s

and find him. Back in Lancaster County, Anna

Amish quilting classes. Both Amish and English,

follows the high-tech trail her brother left behind, a

women and men are inexplicably drawn to Emma’s

trail that leads from the simple world of Amish

home where they find what they never realized

farming to the cutting edge of DNA research and

they were looking for. Is this what God had in

gene therapy. During the course of her pursuit,

mind to heal hurting hearts and create beauty from

Anna soon realizes that she has something others

tattered fragments? Included are The Half-Stitched

the-tattered-quilt-half-stitched-amish-quilting-club-2-wanda-e-brunstetter
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Amish Quilting Club, which inspired a musical,

and what it takes to restore magic for a kid has no

along with The Tattered Quilt and The Healing

reason to believe it exists... Could you have faith

Quilt.

again?

Goodbye Unicorns E. L. George 2018-02 "Goodbye,

The Healing Quilt Wanda E. Brunstetter 2014-08-06

unicorns." "What?" My heart dropped. "What?" was

Retired Amish newlyweds Emma and Lamar

a stupid question. I knew exactly what she meant.

Miller start a new quilting class, in which they

Still, it was hardly the kind of thing I expected to

work with an unlikely group of students to achieve

hear a seven-year-old girl mumble as she headed

emotional healing and create beautiful traditional

out her bedroom door for what would probably be

quilts.

the last time. To an onlooker, it might make sense.

Quilting Modern Jacquie Gering 2013-08-14 From

Her room was, in fact, a pink and purple web of

two pioneers of today's modern quilting movement,

horned horses she'd spent more than half her life

Quilting Modern teaches quilters how to use

believing in. But I knew the rest of the story. And

improvisational techniques to make graphic,

her words told me this was worse than a kid

contemporary quilts and quilted projects. Explore

finding out about Santa. 'Goodbye unicorns' wasn't

seven core techniques and multiple projects using

happening. Not on my watch. The true story of a

each technique--all presented with detailed

little girl looking to find a new faith in the world

instructions. Also included is step-by-step direction

after losing her mother to the drug epidemic,

from Jacquie Gering and Katie Pedersen on tools,

Goodbye Unicorns is a story of love, loss, rebuilding,

materials, and quilting basics, as well as expert

the-tattered-quilt-half-stitched-amish-quilting-club-2-wanda-e-brunstetter
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advice on color and design. New and seasoned

and BJ, an artist facing illness. When old friends

quilting artists will love making stunning bed, wall

visit from Indiana, will romance also become a

hanging, pillowcase, and table accessory quilts with

subject of class discussions?

this must-have resource. Quilting Modern is a field

Kaffe Fassett Quilts: Shots & Stripes Kaffe Fassett

guide for quilters who strive to break free from

2013-02-26 "Kaffee Fassett presents 24 quilt projects

tradition and yearn to explore improvisational

made with his solid-colored cotton fabrics and

work. Quilters can make the 21 projects in the book,

striped cotton fabrics"--

but will also come away with the new knowledge

The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Trilogy

and skills to apply to their own unique designs. In

Wanda E. Brunstetter 2015-07-01 Quilting in an

Quilting Modern, quilters will find the support,

Amish home brings both men and women together

structure, and encouragement they need to explore

under one roof in three stories that transform lives

their own creativity and artistic vision.

through love and faith.

The Healing Quilt Wanda E. Brunstetter 2014-08-01

The Decision Wanda E. Brunstetter 2015-03-01 An

Join retired Amish newlyweds Emma and Lamar

Amish Man’s Heart Rebounds in Illinois From

Miller in Florida for the winter as they lead

Amish Country's Most Beloved Storyteller, Wanda

another quilting class with a new group of unlikely

E. Brunstetter Discover along with Jonah Miller

students: Jennifer, a pregnant new mom; Mike, a

how life can begin anew in the prairie state of

charter boat owner; Erika, a wheelchair bound teen;

Illinois. Moving from Pennsylvania, finding

Kim, a waitress; Noreen, a newly-retired widow,

rewarding work, and leaving heartbreak behind is
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the best decision Jonah ever made. But is he ready

brought him to despair. Can he heal himself and the

to consider love again when he meets Elaine

people who look to him as a god? Today, Shiva is a

Schrock? Will his scarred heart mend when she

god. But four thousand years ago, he was just a man

chooses family loyalty over love? Don't forget to get

- until he brought his people to Meluha, a near-

Book 2 (The Gift) and 3 (The Restoration) too!

perfect empire founded by the great king Lord

The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Wanda E.

Ram. There he realised he was the Neelkanth, a

Brunstetter 2012-04-03 Now a New York Times

barbarian long prophesied to be Meluha's saviour.

Bestseller! Join the club of unlikely quilters who

But in his hour of victory fighting the

show up for Amish widow Emma Yoder’s quilting

Chandravanshis - Meluha's enemy - he discovered

classes. A troubled young woman, a struggling

they had their own prophecy. Now he must fight

couple, a widower, a rough and tough biker, and a

to uncover the treachery within his inner circle,

preacher’s wife make up the mismatched lot. But as

and unmask those who are about to destroy all that

their problems begin to bind them together like the

he has fought for. Shiva is about to learn that good

scraps of fabric stitched together in a quilt, they

and evil are two sides of the same coin . . .

learn to open up and lend a helping hand. Is this

Good Girl Vs. Bad Boy Jessie Evans 2015-10-26 Let

what God had in mind to heal hurting hearts and

the battle of the sexes begin... He's hot, wild,

create beauty from fragments?

unpredictable, untamable, and her best friend's

The Oath of the Vayuputras Amish Tripathi

older brother. Colton Brody is everything a good

2014-05-29 Shiva has accepted his destiny, but it has

girl like Phoebe Page should avoid. But since her
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sister Kelly's death, Phoebe isn't as worried about

wishing Phoebe wanted more than another night of

being good as she used to be. She wants to live big

hot, no-holds-barred sex. Because when he's with

with no regrets, the way Kelly did, and she intends

Phoebe even hot and dirty feels like making love.

to start with having a top secret, super steamy, no-

Now Colton will have to decide what's worth

strings-attached holiday fling with the man she's

fighting for--the dreams a plane crash stole from

crushed on her entire life. What could go wrong?

him or the dream he's holding in his arms.

Except everything? Wounded in action and

WARNING: Good Girl vs. Bad Boy contains a mix

discharged without a chance to prove himself, all

of heart-warming romance, quirky characters,

Colton cares about is getting back into the Marine

laugh out loud moments, and blisteringly hot

Corps where he belongs. He will not get sucked

banging. If you don't like hot sex, laughter,

into small town drama, will not take that promotion

mentions of humping unicorns, turkey bowling,

at the firehouse, and certainly won't fall in love

off-beat town rituals, or graphic descriptions of

with his little sister's best friend. He's down for

artisanal pancakes, steer clear.

friends-with-benefits, nothing more, and plans to

The Healing Quilt Lauraine Snelling 2009-02-19

leave town long before quirky, bossy, cute-as-a-

After her Aunt Teza’s test results turn out to be

button Phoebe can get under his skin. He is in

inconclusive, Dot Cooper resolves to raise money for

control. At least until a certain sexy brunette turns

a new mammogram machine, through the creation

his world upside down. It isn't long before Colton

and auction of a magnificent, king-sized quilt to be

finds himself buying flowers, talking feelings, and

sewn by the women of Jefferson City. Dot’s efforts
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quickly draw the support of disparate members of

The Tattered Quilt 2013

the community, including newcomer Beth

The Mockingbird's Song Wanda E. Brunstetter

Donnelly, married to a local pastor; Elaine Giovanni,

2020-08-01 Where Is the Hope in Grief for a Young

the stylish wife of a local surgeon; and an ailing

Amish Widow? Sylvia has been nearly paralyzed

Aunt Teza. But as the four different generations

with grief and anxiety since the tragic death of her

work the squares of the quilt, they are also

husband, father, and brother in a traffic accident.

confronted with ragged pieces of their own lives.

She tries to help in the family’s greenhouse while

Though the women could not be more different on

caring for her two young children, but she prefers

the surface, they hold in common quiet suffering

not to have to deal with customers. Her mother’s

triggered by painful circumstances: the death of

own grief causes her to hover over her children

children, the abandonment of husbands, the

and grandchildren, and Sylvia seeks a diversion.

loneliness of depression. Yet their struggles will

She takes up birdwatching and soon meets an

bring them closer together than they ever could

Amish man who teaches her about local birds. But

have anticipated, and their lives will be

Sylvia’s mother doesn’t trust Dennis Weaver, and as

dramatically changed, as together they experience

the relationship sours, mysterious attacks on the

the curative powers of The Healing Quilt.

greenhouse start up again.
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